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Credits

The slides in this course are Dr. Bo Wu’s slides. I have transcribed
them to LATEX, and also updated a couple small things as well.

Most of the slides from the course are adapted from materials
designed by four top-notch computer architecture researchers:

Onur Mutlu (CMU)

Rajeev Balasubramonian (Utah)

Steven Swanson (UCSD)

David Wentzlaff (Princeton)



Who am I?

Sumner
And you should call me “Sumner”.

• Jonathan is my legal first name, and I may sometimes respond
to it, but it’s hit or miss.

• I do not have a PhD, so do not address me as a doctor.
• I’m a Mines alum (BS and MS in CS).
• I’m a software engineer at The Trade Desk.



Agenda

• What is architecture?
• Why is it important?
• What is in this class?
• Current state of computer architecture.
• Class logistics.
• A (very) brief history of computing.



What is Architecture?



What do you think of when you hear the word “Architecture”?

Notre Dame (Retrieved From Wikimedia, CC-BY-SA 2.0)

From the Miriam-Webster Dictionary, “Architecture” is “the
manner in which the components of a computer or computer
system are organized and integrated”.



What sorts of questions do Computer Architects ask?

• How do you build a machine that computes? Quickly, safely,
cheaply, efficiently, etc.

• How can we provide usable abstractions to computer scientists
and software engineers?

• Other questions that interest you?

iPhone 12 (Apple) Summit Supercomputer (BBC)



Why is it Important?



Why is computer architecture important?

• For the world:
• Computer architecture provides the engines that power all of

computing.
• Computing is everywhere! (Which is probably why you are

getting a degree in CS!)

Civilization advances by extending the number of impor-
tant operations which we can perform without thinking
about them.

— Alfred North Whitehead

• For you:
• As computer scientists, software engineers, and sophisticated

users, understanding how computers work is essential.
• The processor is the most important piece of this story.
• Many performance problems have their roots in architecture.



Different Scales

• High end server

• Ultrabook

• Mobile

Architecturally, these
machines are more
similar than different.
• Same parts
• Different scale
• Different

constraints



A Server



MacBook Air



iPhone 4s





From Sand to Applications

Cool things
happen here…



What is in this class?



Abstractions of the Physical World…



…for the rest of the system



Current state of architecture



Moore’s Law

The number of transistors we can build in a fixed area of
silicon doubles every two years.



49 years of development



Since 1940



Evidence



The end of clock speed scaling

• Clock speed is the biggest contributor to power consumption.
• Doubling the clock speed increases power by 4-8X
• Clock speed scaling is essentially finished

• Most future performance improvements will be due to
architectural and process technology improvements.
• Indicates that computer architecture research is more

important than ever!



Power and Heat



The Rise of Parallelism

• Multi-processors
• If one CPU is fast, two must be faster!
• They allow you to (in theory) double performance without

changing the clock speed.
• Seems simple, so why is it becoming important now?

• Speeding up a single CPU makes everything faster!
• An application’s performance doubles every 18 months with

no effort on the programmer’s part.
• Getting performance out of multiprocessors requires work!

• Parallelizing code is difficult, it takes (lots of) work. (Take
Parallel Programming if you have a chance so you can learn
how hard it is.)





AMD Barcelona



Power Consumption Trends

• Dynamic power is proportional to

activity× capacitance× voltage2 × frequency

• Capacitance per transistor and voltage are decreasing
• Leakage power is rising
• Energy = power× time = (dynpower+ leakage power)× time
• Question (true or false): low power design is always good?



Power saving techniques

• Dynamic voltage scaling
• Good: voltage is a big contributor to power
• Bad: it hurts performance
• Application scenarios?

• Shut down the power supply
• Commonly used in mobile devices
• Good: obvious
• Bad: may hurt performance significantly



A sample research problem

Imagine you have a server with 10 cores. Every 0.1s your server
receives a request. Each request can be serviced by one core in
0.1s.

You are trying to optimize for power using the techniques
discussed, what kinds of things can you do to reduce power
consumption?



Class logistics



Learning objectives for this class

After taking this class, you will understand all of the major trends
shaping computer architecture today. Some of the topics we will
discuss include.

• Measuring performance
• Power issues
• ISAs
• Memory hierarchies
• Multi-processor

architectures
• Processor pipelines

• Out-of-order execution
• Multithreading
• Storage systems
• Data centers
• GPUs
• Virtual machines
• Maybe more, maybe less…



Course Staff

• Instructor: Sumner Evans (jonathanevans@mines.edu)
• Lecture: Mondays and Wednesdays, 16:30 to 17:45 in GC MET
• Office hours: Mondays and Wednesdays, 18:00 to 19:00 (on

Mumble) or by appointment

• TA: Adam Sandstedt (asandstedt@mymail.mines.edu)
• Course Website: sumnerevans.com/teaching/csci564-s21
• Matrix Chat: #aca-s21:sumnerevans.com
• Piazza: piazza.com/mines/spring2021/csci564

mailto:jonathanevans@mines.edu
mailto:asandstedt@mymail.mines.edu
https://sumnerevans.com/teaching/csci564-s21
https://matrix.to/#aca-s21:sumnerevans.com
https://piazza.com/mines/spring2021/csci564


Academic Honesty

DO NOT CHEAT
• Do not copy other people’s code
• Do not copy solutions during the exams
• Do not copy sentences from other papers or web resources
• Seriously, cheating leads to unhappy consequences!



What You’ll be Graded On

This class is worth 1000 points.

• Midterm — 100 points
• Final — 200 points
• Homework (4 assignments) — 200 points
• Class participation (worksheets & piazza) — 100 points

• Not showing up will impact your grade
• Read the textbook!*
• I will give out worksheets during class covering what we are

discussing in class. You will turn in those worksheets for
participation grade. You will also receive some feedback to
make sure you are on the right track.

• Projects (3 projects) — 400 points



Projects

• Project 1: Cache Replacement Policies Simulator — 150
points.

• Project 2: Cache Prefetcher Simulator — 100 points.
• Project 3: Branch Prediction Simulator — 150 points.

All projects are individual assignments. Part of your grade will
depend on the code quality.

It is highly recommended that you use Linux for all of the
projects in this course. If you choose to use a different type of
system (such as macOS or Windows), the instructor nor the TAs
will not be able to assist you with any platform-specific issues.



A (very) brief history of computing


































